
Digitisation and Scanning of X-Ray Films

[Medical X-Ray, MRI X-Ray, Chest X-Ray, Dental X-Ray, Radiology X-Rays, Pipeline X-Ray]

At Pearl Scan we can scan a variety of sizes of x-rays from 2.5”x2.5” to 14”x35” [inches] and supply 
them as scanned images including DICOM, TIFF, JPEG, PDF or any other industry standard image 
format that you may require. 

The Process
We collect or you dispatch to us

We can collect your x-rays from your office, hospital, surgery, practice etc.
within 24 hours (for orders placed before 12:00pm) from nationwide 
locations (mainland UK) using our secure courier services or you can 
send your x-rays to us by secure, guaranteed next day Royal Mail post.

Sampling for your approval

Once we have received your x-rays, we will prepare a few samples from  
your collection and submit these to you electronically for your approval.

Scanning and processing

Once approved, we will start the scanning and processing of your x-ray films. Once 
scanned we will index them as per your specification of file name, indexing etc.
for example each digital image will be named by the Reference Number, Name, 
Date, Location, Type, Description etc. 
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Are you interested in our X-Ray scanning services?
We provide a cost-effective solution and scan all quantities of x-rays, 
from one to a million in all shapes and sizes.

        0845 22 55 923        sales@pearl-scan.co.uk        www.pearl-scan.co.uk

We also offer other powerful solutions and scan a wide variety of documents including:  

- Medical Records  - Legal Documents  - Client Files  - Case Files - Microfiche/Microfilm  - Sharepoint

Some of our clients: Our accreditations:
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Delivery

Once completed, we will copy the scanned images onto a disk or an
encrypted USB drive and dispatched to you with your originals.

If you require a quick turn-around service - our fast-track X Ray
film scanning service can provide you scanned images of your
x rays within 24 hours of receiving your xray films.
Let us know at the time of your enquiry and we can scan and
return your x rays the same day or within 24 hours.

Our Scanning xrays to digital format service makes access, viewing, sharing and distribution of your 
medical films as easy as viewing and sharing digital photos these days. 

Scanning x rays to digital file format also allows you the ability to use these images in projections, 
power point presentations, court rooms, etc. Scanning x-rays to digital format gives you many more 
options over traditional films usability. Scanned and digitized x-ray images can be easily viewed on 
any PC and can be shared electronically.

Fast Track Service
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Our X-ray Scanning and Digital Imaging Services include:

• Scanning X-rays from film to disc in a variety of file formats
• DICOM, Jpeg, PDF, TIFF formats supplied
• Scanning X-Rays for exhibits or for digital projection displays
• 24 to 48 hour turnaround available for most small to medium volumes
• Additional Medical Records Scanning also available

We are committed to provide excellent image quality, standards and professional  
scanning services.
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